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Charisma isn’t character.  
 
But it is a much-sought-after trait in leaders, especially 
in a high-tech, “we need it yesterday” business world. 
  
In fact, charisma is so important in today’s business 
world that an instrument the size of a corporate ID 
badge suspended on a cord that is worn around one’s 
neck all day long at work actually measures one’s 
charisma.  It’s called a “Sociometer,” developed at MIT, 
and it accurately measures the degrees of charisma 
that leaders and potential leaders are perceived to 
possess by the various audiences they meet with and 
present to every day.   
 
In 2012 – an election year – candidates for the position 
of Leader of the Free World are secretly seeking 
training in how to exude the charisma necessary to 
propel them to the White House.  Why?  Because 
human behavior response studies show that charisma 
actually supersedes other highly-desirable leadership 
qualities that are crucial to success, such as 
experience, accomplishments, and yes, even 
character, when it comes to persuading staff people 
and volunteers to work on your behalf and inspiring 
passion in others to follow your lead and support your 
ideas.  Charisma is the Number One trait that leads 
hopeful candidates to their ultimate goal:  Electability. 
 
Charisma in today’s business world has been defined 
as just the right balance between Strength, Warmth, 
and Humor.  Staff people know charisma when they 
see it, and they are inspired and stirred to action by it.  
Steve Jobs had it.  George Clooney has it.  Ronald 
Reagan had it, as does former President Bill Clinton.  
When a leader lacks charisma, it can, and often does, 
cost him the trust and support of his followers.  And 
during a crisis situation, it can even cost a leader his 
job, as it did recently in the Northeast for the President 
of a utility company, in the wake of the October 
Nor’easter that placed nearly 1 million Connecticut 
residents in the dark for over a week.  The executive’s 
on-air media appearances portrayed him to be stiff, ill-
informed, and seemingly non-caring about the plight of 
his customers who were left without power and heat for 
days.   
   

 
 
In a time of crisis, he lacked the passion and empathy 
that would connect him with his customers.  The result 
was massive outrage, and a perceived lack of 
leadership at the top.   If the executive had charisma, he 
may still have his high-profile position today. Instead, he 
resigned under intense pressure from both the media 
and the people his company serves.   
 
Charisma has become so important in today’s visual, 
high-tech world of work that major corporations are 
seeking training for their leaders and potential leaders in 
developing it.  But, can charisma actually be taught?  
Or, is it an innate ability that cannot be imparted to the 
masses?   
 
Just as effective public speaking can be taught – 
Toastmaster’s is an international organization that 
“teaches” people how to overcome their fear of public 
speaking, and present effectively  – it is widely believed 
that charisma can indeed be taught:  to a point.  
Introverts cannot be taught to become extroverts:  
however, body language, vocal tonality, eye contact, 
appropriate hand gestures – all these are important 
elements in developing and delivering messages in 
charismatic fashion.   
 
Learning Dynamics is making this increasingly 
important leadership attribute an important part of our 
communications programs.  Because, although 
charisma isn’t character, it is an important element in 
inspiring others to follow your lead.  And inspiring 
passion in a person, a project or an important initiative 
is the key to realizing and maintaining success.   
 

Have you heard about our new division, Faith 
Dynamics? At Faith Dynamics, we understand that 

Church Leadership is a demanding business.  Our highly-
trained consultants offer an average of 15 years of 
experience in implementing successful faith-based 

initiatives in congregations country-wide.  

To learn more, visit 
http://www.learningdynamics.com/training-faith-

dynamics.htm
or call 203-265-7499 ext. 208.  
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“Inoculation Theory” Generally 
Doesn’t Work 

 

It is not uncommon for new clients who approach 
us at Learning Dynamics to verbalize a belief that 
training works somewhat the same as medical 
inoculation. We call the situation “Inoculation 
Theory.”  Here’s how it is defined: 
 
Leaders within an organization believe that training 
should be like preventive medicine.  Get all your 
shots before you get sick and you won’t get sick. 
Send people to training that might (or might not) 
have generic applicability within their job functions 
and by doing so prevent any future performance 
problems from happening.  Train everyone on a 
set of generic knowledge that will inform the 
participants of the right behavior to use whenever 
the situation warrants it.  
 
By extension, this theory also means that once a 
person has had their “shot” of that knowledge, 
they’ll never need it again, or at least not for 
several years. Once you have been given the 
knowledge (serum to prevent mistakes) you’ll 
always have it and it will protect both you and your 
employer.  
 
One of our consultants was previously the Director 
of Training and Development for an entire division 
of a large Fortune 500 company. His position was 
a new one, reporting directly to the CEO of the 
division. Every Tuesday the CEO had a senior 
staff meeting with updates, reporting and 
occasionally public criticism. The new Training 
Director was warned by his peers to keep a low  
 

 
 
profile during those meetings to avoid the 
sometime difficult critical scrutiny that sooner or 
later everyone present will have experienced.  
They were generally high stress meetings.  
 
As the new director sat in his very first meeting, 
the CEO announced that a whole new set of 
performance guidelines had been sent out to all 
300 sales reps. Those guidelines included 
significant changes in the way performance would 
be tracked and how subsequent rewards would be 
delivered. The sales reps were instructed to read 
the 200-page booklet and alter their performance 
accordingly. The CEO concluded this 
announcement with the statement, “All they really 
need is information transfer. The right information 
will dictate the right behavior.” 
 
The new Training Director was in a very difficult 
position. Finally, after weighing the risk versus the 
potential to prevent massive noncompliance, he 
raised his hand and said, “Since we now have a 
person on board who is supposed to be 
knowledgeable about information transfer and its 
resulting behavior, I think you’d be surprised to see 
that the research says that knowledge transfer 
alone won’t work to dictate behavior. Without 
specific training on the application of the new 
information, the risk for ineffective behavior is too 
high. There is simply too much at stake. “ 
 
 
     (OVER) 

 
 

(OVER)
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One of the more consistent messages we hear 
from our clients is that managers and supervisors 
would welcome the chance to establish a 
coaching relationship with their direct reports, 
but that the employees are often not receptive to 
the coaching. This pattern appears to be nearly 
universal in that we hear it from every corner of 
our customer base, regardless of company size 
or industry.  Our experience in the development 
of strong communication relationships between 
supervisors and direct reports provides us 
with a number of ways that we can increase 
the likelihood that employees will accept, even 
embrace, coaching assistance from their bosses. 
Ultimately, it all comes down to different voices for 
different roles.

We have had the chance to ask our participants 
all over the United States, and internationally    
as well, an important set of questions about 
coaching. The answers uniformly demonstrate 
how different the voice of coaching sounds from 
the voice of managing.

For example, imagine that you are a member of 
an effective team in virtually any team-related 
endeavor. Further, imagine that you are clearly 
aware that one of the reasons for the success 
of your team is your coach. He/she is central 
to the continuous improvement that all team 
members buy into and are committed to.  With 
that imaginary setting in place, would you want 
your coach to watch you as you perform on the 
team?  Of course, the answer is typically “yes,” 
because we realize that the coach’s job is to help 
us improve in our role and his/her feedback is 
targeted to that end result. That’s what a good 
coach does, and as team members, we rely on 
the coach’s feedback.

Now let’s imagine that instead of a highly effective 
team, we are a department in the workplace, with 
a manager in charge of our department. What 
happens to our perceptions when we ask, “Do 
you want the manager to watch you closely while 
you are doing your job?” More often than not the 
answer is “No, that’s micromanagement and is 
totally unnecessary.”

These two scenarios clearly demonstrate two 
of the contrasting roles that managers and 
supervisors fill for their employees. The problem in 
increasing the motivation of employees to accept 
coaching really boils down to understanding how 
those roles differ and what each voice sounds like.
 
Recently, one supervisor with whom we were 
working showed up at his second training session 
with a remarkable solution to sorting the voices for 
coaching versus managing. He had two company 
ball caps borrowed from the company’s softball 
team. On one of them he’d made a sign that said 
“Boss,” on the other, “Coach.” In the manufacturing 
environment in which he worked, he explained 
that now, each time he leaves his office to talk to 
one or more of the employees he manages, he 
determines which hat is appropriate. He explained 
that this simple task has helped him with clearer 
communication, as a preparation tool. 

Further, when this supervisor approaches his 
employees on the plant floor and they see which 
hat he is wearing, they know what to expect. 
There are times when he needs to deliver clear 
directions, explain goals and performance targets 
or deliver information about safety or other 
company rules. That’s when the “Boss” hat is 
appropriate. It connotes a more directive voice, 
with perhaps a shortened dialogue centered on 
understanding and clarity. 
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Other times, when his employees see the “Coach” 
hat they know that the communication is designed 
for them personally to maximize their contribution 
to the team’s success and to their own positive 
outcomes as well. They know that they can, and 
should, engage in as much dialogue as they need 
to apply the new feedback, and that the coach 
is encouraging that conversation. Whether the 
communication content is positive or critical, 
they still have the awareness that the intent is to 
strengthen performance. 

Sometimes this supervisor wears one hat but is 
carrying the other, changing them to demonstrate 
a change in the voice he needs to use. The whole 
idea may seem a bit drastic, but it is working for 

that team remarkably well. Realistically, each 
team member may not embrace those moments 
when their manager is wearing the Coach hat, but 
at least they are clear about the intent and their 
respective role. 

Even if the idea of two hats seems a bit much 
for many supervisors, the idea of differentiating 
between the distinct roles of Coach and Manager 
for the members of the team can improve 
communication significantly. Employees have 
an understanding of those different roles their 
manager relies on and, in the final analysis, the 
employee can see their personal benefit within 
each role.
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